
Lesson 2a 

The World and Universe 
TEXT Genesis 1 :1-18 

SUPPLEMENTAL SCRIPTURES Psalm a 

OBJECTIVE The students will understand that God spoke the world 
into existence, and will be able to list the events of the 
first four days of creation. 

MEMORY VERSE In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth. 
- Genesis 1 :1 

MEMORY VERSE SONG 

In the beginning, in the beginning God ere-a - ted the 
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heaven and the earth. In the beginning, in the beginning 
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God ere-a - ted the heaven 

MEMORY VERSE IN ACTION 
IN THE BEGINNING - draw circle with right index 
finger 
GOD - point up 
CREATED - strike fists together one on top of the 
other 
THE HEAVEN - wave arm left to right pointing up, 
looking up 
AND THE EARTH - start with hands together in front 
of body, move both arms away from body pointing 
down, looking down 

MEMORY VERSE VISUALIZED 
Use the banner, cloud, and earth symbols (see Pat
terns). Glue to a flannel backing. Cut out the pieces 
and place them together, as shown, on a flannel board 
as the students say each part of the verse. 

BIBLE LESSON OUTLINE 
Introduction: Drop pieces of a puzzle on the table. Ask 
your students if they think the pieces would ever fall to
gether as a completed puzzle. 
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and the earth. 

Progression of events: 
1. God's creation was orderly, with each step in se
quence. 
2. He created light. 
3. He divided the waters above and below. 
4. He made dry ground appear. (Do not elaborate on 
growing things as this will be covered in the next les
son.) 
5. He made the sun, moon and stars. 
Climax: God made the world a perfect habitat for the 
animal life to follow. 
Conclusion: Our universe and world is a complex, intri
cately balanced marvel of creation spoken into exis
tence by God. 
Response: Your students will recognize God as the 
Creator of all, and will be able to list the events of the 
first four days of creation. 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
While the Bible does not give a great deal of space to 
the creation, it does clearly teach that the universe, and 
all matter, had a beginning, and came into existence 
through the plan and the will of the eternal Godhead. 
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